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● What is a Framework Agreement? 
A framework agreement is a general phrase for agreements between          
two parties that recognizes that the parties have not come to a final             
agreement on all matters relevant to the relationship between them,          
but have come to agreement on enough matters to move forward with            
the relationship, with further details to be agreed to in the future. The             
Government of Saint Lucia signed a Framework Agreement with         
Desert Star Holdings Limited for the Pearl of the Caribbean project at            
Vieux Fort in July 2016.  
 

● Who is Desert Star Holdings Limited?  
Desert Star Holdings Limited is a management and investment         
company. This Hong Kong-based company has developed the        
thoroughbred industry in Hong Kong, through sound physical planning         
expertise and strategic development approaches. Formed in 2012, the         
company has at its core, equine management. Desert Star’s expertise          
stems from the work experiences of its principal Teo Ah Khing in            
equine facilities design and development. Desert Star has made their          
presence felt in the global equine affairs with its landmark project –            
Tianjin Equine Culture City (TECC) – in China.  
 

● What is the proposed project plan between the Government and          
DSH?  
The Saint Lucia Government has entered into a partnership with          
Desert Star Holdings Limited for the development of the Pearl of the            
Caribbean, a development plan for the south of the island. The           
proposed project will comprise a marina, a racecourse, a resort,          
shopping mall complex, casino, Free Trade Zone, entertainment and         
leisure facilities, eco-tourism as well as architecturally designed villas         
and apartments. It is expected that the project will raise economic           
activity in the south of the island and provide significant job           
opportunities. 

                                                 

http://www.desertstarholdings.com/
https://www.tak.com.my/leadership.html
https://nagstats.wordpress.com/2014/05/02/tianjin-equine-culture-city-tecc-in-china/
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● What is the current status of the joint venture Pearl of the            

Caribbean? 
The Pearl of the Caribbean is still in the planning stages. Facilitated by             
Invest Saint Lucia, the Government is in the process of developing with            
DSH, the Master Plan for the area. The race track comprising the first             
phase of the project is currently being pursued. The racetrack will be            
located on approximately 200 acres of land at Beausejour and the           
plans have been submitted to the Development Control Authority         
(DCA) and have been approved in principle pending an Environmental          
Impact Assessment (EIA). 
 

● Will there be Public Access to all Beaches within the Pearl of the             
Caribbean location? 
Yes. Saint Lucia’s beaches are by law all public access and this will not              
change with the Pearl of the Caribbean. In fact, there will be            
recreational areas and beach facilities which include restrooms for         
public use. There is no threat to beach access for anyone. The            
developer has made provisions for locals in their plans for the           
development of Anse de Sable. Neither beaches are in jeopardy of           
being “taken away from the people”. In fact, the new facilities and            
upkeep of the beach will make it even more inviting for all.  
 

● Will Government Sell Land at US $1 an acre? 
No. As part of its investment in the Pearl of the Caribbean the             
government is proposing to lease lands to DSH at US $1 an acre which              
do not form part of the project’s private commercial parameters. This           
is part of our contribution to this joint project. The aim of the             
Government is to get this project going to facilitate benefits to Saint            
Lucia that would far exceed what it would make from leasing this land             
at a larger amount. Moreover, it is commercially customary for          
discounts to be given to an investor based on the scale of the proposed              
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project. It would have proven prohibitive to demand from the investor           
the full commercial value for an unproductive portion of land, which           
could have been detrimental to the viability of the project. 
 

● Will 840 acres of land be given away to one developer? 
No. The Government is not “giving away” land to the developer. The            
purchase price per acre of land will be between US $60,000 to US             
$90,000. Further, lands will only be transferred to the developer          
according to the developer’s phasing schedule and in any event, only           
when the developer is in a position to proceed with that particular            
phase of the project. At present, 840 acres have not been transferred to             
the developer, but the Government of Saint Lucia, through ISL, is in the             
process of transferring only that portion of land to the developer           
which is required for the commencement of phase 1 of the project.  
 

● What will happen to Mankote Mangroves?  
The Mankote Mangrove does not form part of the project. 
 

● Are livestock and pig farmers going to be dislocated and what is            
being put in place to protect their businesses? 
Livestock farmers in the Beausejour area have already been engaged          
with regard to the first phase of the project. Pending planning approval            
of the project, farmers will be further engaged and relocated in a            
manner which does not place them at a disadvantage.  
 

● What will become of the VF landfill?  
The Vieux Fort Landfill is not currently part of the Pearl of the             
Caribbean project. However, there have been plans to decommission         
the landfill for years as it poses serious environmental risks to the            
area, including the Mankote Mangrove. As a result, the Government is           
reviewing a study that had previously been commissioned on this          
matter. The Pearl of the Caribbean project has simply given the           
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Government the required impetus to address this long outstanding         
issue of waste management in Saint Lucia. 
 

● Will the George Odlum stadium be demolished as part of the DSH            
Project? 
The Government has invited the Master Planner to propose a plan for            
what can be done with the George Odlum stadium, which is already in             
a deplorable state following years of neglect, within a broader context           
of enhancing the educational offerings in Saint Lucia. To renovate the           
stadium once the Saint Jude’s Hospital is relocated would cost the Saint            
Lucia Government millions of dollars. 
  

● How many Saint Lucians will be employed in the Construction          
Phase of the racetrack and beyond? 
No Government can give a figure as to how many persons will be             
employed in any project whether it be foreign or domestic. That would            
wrongly place an unfair and uncommercial burden on an investor. It is            
expected however, that all able-bodied, capable local workers will be          
engaged during the construction phase, although there may be a need           
to engage foreign specialists with the expertise for a project of this            
nature. The Government of Saint Lucia is primarily concerned with          
permanent job placements and not the transient kind, albeit just as           
important.  
 

● Will Saint Lucians receive training in Equine Industry? 
The Government will make a commitment to the development of the           
Equine Industry in Saint Lucia. This is new territory for Saint Lucia and             
the Government will establish an Education Training Fund in         
partnership with DSH. It is anticipated that many opportunities will be           
created for Saint Lucians to participate within the equine industry and           
the project (hotel, casino, marina etc) as a whole. 
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What will happen to the current Abattoir in the proposed lands? 
Pending the Development Control Authority’s (DCA’s) approval of the         
project, the abattoir will be relocated at the cost of the developer.  
 

● Is the Saint Lucia Government taking all the risk on the DSH            
Project? 
No. This is a joint project and both parties involved in this project are              
making significant contributions. Saint Lucia’s proposed contribution       
includes the leasing of state lands, proceeds from approved CIP          
investors, and standard tax exemptions for a definite timeframe.  
 
The Developer has undertaken to construct the track out of their own            
funds, and shall also be rebuilding the abattoir at their costs. The            
Developer also has considerable reputational risk invested in the         
project.  
 

● Are there environmental safeguards? 
Yes. The Saint Lucia Government will ensure that the developer who           
has an excellent track record when it comes to the environment, takes            
the necessary steps to preserve the environment, including the         
submission of an Environmental Impact Assessment.  
 

● Will the developer get all the profits? 
Like any commercial undertaking, a private party will always seek an           
adequate return on investment. A government however is primarily         
concerned with job creation, economic activity and applying its idle          
resources/assets towards productive uses. This project proposes to        
address all those concerns. Like the developer, the Government will          
only profit (economically) on the success of the project.  
 

● Is DSH getting an exclusive deal that would restrict future          
investments? 
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Given the scale of the project and the fact that the project is the first               
fully integrated tourism enterprise project in Saint Lucia, the investor          
required a period of time during which the project would be allowed            
the latitude to become successful. Exclusivity however relates solely to          
an investment which is a “fully-integrated” development and not to an           
ordinary non-fully integrated development.  
 

● What are the fail safes for Saint Lucia if the project has challenges?  
Saint Lucia has the option to purchase our lands back from the            
developer at the same price it was sold if the Developer does not raise              
the required development capital. The “buy-back” clause in the         
Framework Agreement ensures that Saint Lucia will always retain         
ownership of the land. The sales agreement will govern the precise           
terms of the purchase including any ‘buy-back’ provision.  
 

 
 

● Is Citizenship by Investment Programme being changed solely for         
DSH ? 
Changes to Saint Lucia’s CIP programme are being made to attract           
more investors to Saint Lucia in this highly competitive market. After           
reviewing the market and following discussions with DSH and other          
potential investors, Saint Lucia has made amendments to the         
programme. The changes to the CIP will not compromise due diligence           
on applicants. The Government will always act in compliance with the           
2015 Citizenship by Investment Act & Regulations. The changes will          
benefit all developers who propose to develop a mixed-use tourism          
enterprise project.  
 

● Will there be Public Consultations on the Pearl of the Caribbean? 
Yes. Consultations will begin on the first Phase of the Project - the             
Racetrack - in January. The Government is also open to discussing with            
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concerned groups and the public other phases of the project which are            
still in the planning stages. The Consultations will be held in an            
organized way which will first involve the persons who will be directly            
impacted by phase 1 of the project; following which the government           
will hold discussions with other interested parties. Information and         
queries about the project will also be facilitated online.  
 

● Will there be a large influx of Chinese persons taking up residence            
in Saint Lucia? 
The CIP, as well as this project, is a global product open to persons of               
all nationalities. Whilst the project is seeking a large portion of its            
funding from CIP, it does not imply that it will be the only source of               
funding, as the developer is unlikely to turn away non-CIP investors.           
Further, it cannot be stated definitively that every investor in the           
project will invest the minimum investment amount and so it is           
inaccurate to calculate the number of “passports” based on such a           
formula. Further still, many investors in CIP projects do not tend to be             
“residents” of the country invested in. In short, there are many           
variables affecting the number of foreign nationals who may become          
ordinarily resident in Saint Lucia by virtue of this CIP project.  
 
Are there any lands remaining in Vieux Fort for local persons? 
Currently, all lands in Vieux Fort are available for local investment and            
participation. However, ISL has classified certain lands as strategic and          
those lands are particularly suitable to commercial and other         
development-oriented activities which are accessible to both foreign        
and local persons. ISL has in addition preserved a certain portion of            
lands which it has classed as non-strategic for local persons based on            
socio-economic factors.  
 
What is an Escrow account? 
Escrow is a legal concept in which a financial instrument or an asset is              
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held by a third party on behalf of two other parties that are in the               
process of completing a transaction. The funds or assets are held by            
the escrow agent until it receives the appropriate instructions or until           
predetermined contractual obligations have been fulfilled.  
 
What is the ‘Equine Free Zone’ and how wide will this area be?  
This is an area which is designated as free from certain equine diseases             
and is managed to ensure that the area remains free of those diseases.             
This area is within the approximate 300 acres of land earmarked for            
phase 1 (racetrack) of the project and is partly the reason for the lease              
rate.  
 
Will the existing roads to and from Grace, La Ressource and the            
Hewanorra International Airport be relocated as a result of the          
construction of the race track?  
No public road is affected by the project's current concept design.  
 
 
Click here for further information   
 
Stay Connected with us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/pearlofthecaribbeanslu 
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